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SINCE 2007
We strongly believe in who we are, in what we do, and in the landscape where we live, Mallorca.

Since 2007, our philosophy in CHEF A CASA is a key point: The best local product, seasonal and fresh, 
at your table, served with the touch of our chef, to create the perfect atmosphere for you and your 
guests.

Mallorca and its amazing products inspire us, and chefacasa.es allows us to take this passion to your 
table.

Each dish I create has its owns story and my intention is to keep this inspiration alive and to share it with 
my guests. Being a private chef gives me the freedom to express my creativity and personality and I love 
doing it on this island.
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WE ARE

MARKETING & EVENTS
DINNER DESIGN

EXECUTIVE CHEF
& FOUNDER

From this season I will have a new business partner, Deborah Rossi, that will take care of marketing, 
customer relations, events and dinner design. She speaks 5 languages as was born in the Swiss Italian 
part of Switzerland. She comes from a marketing and events organizing background but grew up in a 
restaurant so cooking and being a host has been part of her life since she was born.

We will also collaborate with 2 chefs that will be on board during high season but that have been already 
working with us in the past.

Chefacasa has been travelling a lot lately, making new experiences and incorporating new people; we 
are proposing new gastroexperiences and more will be coming soon and we would love to share this 
new energy with you!
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WE DO
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WE DO GASTROEXPERIENCES
We use gastronomy as a way of expressing and communicating and since 2007 we offer our guests 
private chef services and unique experiences through food and the products of the island. We take 
gastroexperiences to your finca, on board of a boat in the middle of the sea, into our cooking workshop, 
into the local market...we are inspired by Mallorca and by you, our “food companions”!

Whatever is the reason for your holiday in Mallorca, we have the right food experience for you. 

We have created gastroexperiences for families celebrating a birthday or a family event on the island, 
for groups of cyclists who drop their sweat on the Tramuntana, for yoga retreats looking for peace and 
healthy food, for a group of friends watching the sunset while sailing the bay of Pollença and eating 
delicious food...

GASTROEXPERIENCES FOR 2019

MORE INFO

Private chef set Menu
Private chef “A la carte”
Sunset dinner on board

Chef for cyclists
Workshop in our villa

Chef for yoga retreats
Good morning Mallorca

Showcooking in your villa
Cooking in a monastery

...
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GASTROEXPERIENCE SET MENU
Do you need a private chef? Are you planning to spend your holiday in a villa in Mallorca? Do you want 

to celebrate a family’s birthday party or a friend’s reunion? Then let’s do it together!

If you would fancy a delicious PAELLA, a tasty BBQ or some Mediterranean TAPAS, this is your choice. We 
will create a culinary experience at your holiday villa, allowing you to spend time with your guests while we 
take care of everything. Because we simply love cooking and we want you to enjoy it.

The D-Day, our chef will search for the local seasonal products to elaborate the chosen menu. About two 
hours before the start of the event, the chef will arrive at your villa to prepare the dishes of the selected 
menu, serve it on the table in an informal way, and for finishing, we will clean your kitchen and recycle the 
waste. Undoubtedly, a pretty good way of tasting the Mediterranean lifestyle.. 

PRIVATE CHEF x 4 hours
CHEF SERVICE + SHOPPING + CLEANING + RECYCLING

MENUS from 30€ /person + CHEF 180€
(VAT not included. Prices up to 10 people, north area of Mallorca)
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MIXED PAELLA
STARTERS

Salmorejo & Iberian ham

MAIN

Seafood & meat paella
with

Pork, chicken, cuttlefish & prawns
Red & green pepper, onion, tomato, green 

peas, artichockes, garlic...

SIDES

Red peppers salad & fresh lemon

TAPAS
COLD

Local cold cuts, cheese, patè & jams
Iberian ham & Mallorcan salmorejo
Green salad & orange vinaigrette

HOT

Prawns in garlic style
Mushrooms & fresh parsley sauce

Bonito omelette & Mallorcan spring onion
Chorizo in cyder sauce

BBQ
FROM THE BBQ

Seasonal & local vegetables
Jacket potatoes & rosemary

Local sausages (Pork, chicken, chistorra...)
Chicken with yoghurt & lemon marinade

Grilled prawns

SALAD

Green leaves salad & orange vinaigrette
SAUCES

Red mojo, Mallorcan almonds pesto
& tartar sauce

* EACH MENU INCLUDES:
APPETIZER

Mallorcan bread, olives & alioli
DESSERTS

Lemon & cava sorbet or Mallorcan Ensaimada & ice cream

GASTROEXPERIENCE SET MENU

You can choose the menu you prefer. Our offer is personalized for every event as we listen and feel the client’s 
tastes and preferences; we also adapt our menus in case of allergies and intolerances
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GASTROEXPERIENCE À LA CARTE
You will be able to taste a special dinner, comfortably in your villa, with our chef in your kitchen, and an 
exclusive table service by our staff who will set the atmosphere you prefer.

Whether you wish something special but informal and relaxed or something more detailed and styled let 
us take care of it. We are passionate about client’s wishes, we enjoy suggesting new dishes or ingredients 
to taste, to let you live an experience.

This service is elaborate and tailored to you; we take care of table design.

Treat yourself and your guest with a special evening by turning your villa’s dining room into a private 
restaurant. 

PRIVATE CHEF x 4 hours
CHEF & TABLE SERVICE + SHOPPING + CLEANING + RECLYCLING

MENUS from 40€ /person + PRIVATE CHEF 180€
(VAT not included. Prices up to 10 people, north area of Mallorca)

CARTA
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MORE INFO

GASTROEXPERIENCES MORE

...
Sunset on board dinners

Chef for cyclists
Chef for yoga retreats
Our villa for workshops
Good morning Mallorca

Showcooking at your villa
Cooking in a monastery

Tell us what you wish and we will make it 
happen!

Sunset dinner on board, in the beautiful 
bay of Pollensa, with private chef & waiter

Private chef service for groups of cyclists

Complete service for yoga retreats: menu 
conception, shopping, breakfast-brunch 

and dinner

Private cooking workshops, lunch & drinks 
in our villa in Alcudia

We say “Good Morning” to you with our 
“at home breakfast service”

We turn your villa’s kitchen into a 
gastronomic workshop and restaurant

Enjoy cooking in a unique building in an 
incredible environment
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OUR INSPIRATION
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OUR INSPIRATION
Mediterranean in pure essence. 623 km of coast are our great, fresh, “pantry”; directly into the sea”. 
54 tops over 1000 meters. Arid zones in contrast with the most abrupt vegetation of Tramuntana, 
valleys and cliffs. More than 300 yearly sunny days. That’s what we breathe in, this is our inspiration 
to continue working, creating and cooking.

Each season, CHEF A CASA setup a large number of menu proposals based on the seasonal 
production we find locally in Mallorca. The island offers a wide variety of products from the orchard 
throughout the year. Thank to the peasants, we obtain first-class products such as the Mallorcan lamb 
and black-pig (porc negre). The Mediterranean is our everyday provider serving us wild species and 
local seafood. We come to you, we get to know new people and share with them something that we 
consider of vital importance: food! Everyday is a new beginning, a new adventure..

What else do you need to feel in paradise?
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SERVICES
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SEE YOU SOON!

Feel free to contact us to enjoy a very special
GASTRO EXPERIENCE by CHEF A CASA

 info@chefacasa.es / M. +34 682 579 727
www.chefacasa.es

BOOK NOW!
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